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March 17,2016

Ms. Judith Whitney, Clerk
Vermont Public Sen¡ice Board
People's United Bank Building
112 Stale Sfreet - Drawer 20
Montpelier, VT 05620 -2101

Re: DocketNo.856l

Ðear Ms. Whitrey:

Enclosedplease findthe Department of Public Semìce's Memorandmín
Oppositìonto Respondent's Cross Motìonþr SwnmaryJudgment.lamautlrorizedto
represent that the Agency ofNatural Resou¡pes and Christine and Dustin Lang join in the
Peeartment' s response.

Thank you for yorn attention to this matter. Please let me know if any additional
information would be helpful.

Sincerel¡

Megan R. Ludwig
Speciat Counsel

cc: Service List

Enclosue
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STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD

Docket No. 8561

Investigation pursuant to 30 V.S.A. $$ 30 and209
regarding the Construction and Operation of a
Meteorological Tower located in Swanton,
Vermont

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE'S MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
RESPONDENT'S CROSS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

The Department of Public Service ("Department"), by and through its attomey, Megan R;

Ludwig, hereby presents the following Memorandum in response to Respondent Travis Belisle's

Memorandum in Opposition to the Department of Public Service Motion þr Partial Summary

Judgment and Respondent's Cross Motionþr Summary Judgment and Dismissal with Preiudice

("Respondent's Response and Cross Motion"). For the reasons stated below, the Public Service

Board ("Board") should deny Respondent's Cross Motion and grant partial summary judgment

in favor of the Department pursuant to V.R.C.P. 56.

ARGUMENT

Respondent's Response and Cross Motion relies on two principal arguments to support

Mr. Belisle's request for dismissal of this investigation. First, Respondent argues that there is no

evidence to establish that he is a "person, company, or corporation subject to the supervision of

the Board or the Department of Public Service" subject to the Board's supervisory authority

under Section 203 or its powers under Section 30(a)(l ). Second, Respondent maintains that there

is no evidence that would establish the Board's jurisdiction over Respondent's meteorological

tower at the time it was installedin2012. In support of this argument, Respondent relies upon
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documents related to the Clean Energy Development Fund's anemometer loan program, which

are not part of the record in this docket, construing these documents as evidence that

Respondent's tower was subject only to local permitting. The Board should reject Respondent's

illogical reasoning in light of the clear statutory mandate underlying Section 203,in addition to

Respondent's undisputed statements in his prefiled testimony and discovery responses cited in

the Department's Motion.

Respondent first claims that the Department has not offered any proof that Travis Belisle

and his business activities were subject to the Board or the Department's supervision under

Sections 203 and 30. This argument runs counter to the plain language and intent of the statute,

and if followed to its logical conclusion, completely undermines the purpose of the Board's

authority. See Lydy v. Trustafr Inc./Ilausau Ins. Co.,194 Vt. 165, 168 (2013XIf the meaning of

a statute is plain on its face, it must be enforced accordingly; if, however, the statute is

ambiguous and capable of more than one reasonable interpretation, the legislative intent "should

be gathered from a consideration of the whole and every part of the statute, the subject matter,

the effects and consequences, and the reason and spirit of the law"). As Respondent points out,

the Board's authority under Section 203 extends to a person who owns or operates a company or

business engaged in the "manufacture, transmission, distribution or sale of gas, or electricity." 30

V.S.A. $ 203; Respondent's Response and Cross Motion at 3. It is true that Respondent is the

owner and founder of an excavation and construction company and is not cunently operating an

electric generation wind facility. However, his actions and statements in swom testimony and

discovery responses establish an intent to engage in the activities described in Section 203, and -

more fundamentally - subject him to the requirements to obtain a certificate of public good for

temporary meteorological installations under the standards and procedures developed pursuant to
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Section 246. Moreover, the definition of "company" under 30 V.S.A. $ 201 includes individuals

"owning or conducting any public service business or property used in connection therewith."

Read together with sections 203 and 246, section 201 further illustrates the Board's authority

over Respondent in this matter. Respondent's voluntary action of erecting a facility on his

property subject to PSB jurisdiction under Title 30 triggered the Board's jurisdiction and the

requirement for advance approval in the form of a CPG. If the Board were to credit

Respondent's interpretation of its supervisory authority, the Board would be unable to exercise

any authority over individuals or corporations until an entity began operating a facility subject to

the statute. Respondent's construction of the statute allows for individuals to avoid Board

jurisdiction by engaging in conduct expressly prohibited by Section,246 failure to obtain a CPG.

This is clearly not the intent of Section 203 or of Section 248 (made applicable here by Section

246(b)).

Second, Respondent's argument that there is insufficient evidence to establish intent to

develop a wind generation facility from his installation of a meteorological tower in 2012

contradicts the unambiguous statements he has offered in his testimony and discovery responses.

Mr. Belisle unequivocally states that his purpose in installing the tower was to "see[] what the

wind was like on the ridge," further admitting that "[n]o, I did not have any purpose in mind

other than seeing if the wind on the ridge would be right for wind turbines that generate

electricity." DPS Motion at 3. Respondent cannot escape the mandate to obtain a certificate of

public good for the tower installed in 2012 simply because he did not know whether he would

collect data favorable to the development of a wind facility. The law leaves no doubt that

individuals must obtain a CPG regardless of the quality of the data obtained from a temporary

meteorological tower and any decisions made (or not made) as a result. The Board's Section 246
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Standards and Procedures are clear that a certificate of public good must be issued for the

"proposed construction or installation of a temporary meteorological station . . . constructed or

installed to determine the suitability of a site for the location of a grid-connected wind turbine"

whether or not an applicant actually pursues development of a wind facility. Order Establishing

Standards and Procedures þr Issuance of a CertiJìcate of Public Good .fo, o Temporary

Meteorological Station Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. S 246, dated March 9,2010 ("Sec 246 Standards

Order") at 6.

Respondent's reliance on the Clean Energy Development Fund's involvement in the

funding of meteorological towers as a part of its anemometer loan program is inapposite to the

Board's investigation of Respondent's meteorological tower installation because, as

demonstrated by the documents attached to Respondent's Response and Cross Motion, this

program was instituted in 2005, well before the Board issued its standards and procedures in

2010.1 8561-SJ-0113. In any event, the Department made clear in its funding documents that

"landowners will be responsible for the equipment while it is installed at their site as well as for

permitting and liability insurance requirements." 8561-SJ-0114. In 2012, following the Board's

issuance of standards and procedures implementing 30 V.S.A. ç 246, and given Respondent's

admission of his intent to explore development of a wind generation facility, there is no question

that Mr. Belisle was subject to the jurisdiction of the Board and a certificate of public good was

required for his meteorological tower.

I As a corollary matter, the Department points out that Respondent's reliance on evidence outside the record is

inappropriate under V.R.C.P. 56.
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CONCLUSION

Because Respondent was subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Service Board in20l2

and failed to obtain a certificate of public good for the meteorological tower installed on his

property, the Board should deny summary judgment in favor of Respondent and grant partial

summary judgment in favor of the Department.

Dated this 17ù day of Marcl¡ 2016.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

By:

Special Counsel
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